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STATISTICS IN COST PREDICT:ON PROBLEMS AND POTENTIAL

E NTRO DUCT :ON

I am go;ing to discuss the application of statistical techniques fo:

determining cost estimates predictors) in particular:

) y the .se of statistics.

b) problems associated with their use and

c) some possible approaches which avoid the problems or may lead to

a solution of these problems I am referring to statistics here

in the technical sense. that is. that branch of applied mathematics

whtch is founded on the theory of probability and commonly called

mathemaii ial siatist ics

WHY THE USE OF STATISTICS

Suppose for The rotmeri, that we forget statistics, and we wish to determine

a method for estim.incig the c2,-sst of a new airoraft We have at our disposal

cost data on aircr.f- already tui it We ass)-ne that the costs are related to

certain physical ana perfcormance variables We wish now to determine the

unknown rela',ion.ihip between costs and the variables Assuming that the un

known reiatU.-n-,hnp can *'e ,pproDxirnaed by a fL'n-ction which is linear in these

variables rionowoe.'er .ha, we are not restricted to linear functions).

tne best s* 'aigY" !-r,- t to trne -ita can be obtlaireJ The fit is best in

the sense ,L- ne ._i .; , f"i ,ne squj-res of the deviations of the aircraft costs

from the d ir'i. Iý- , rnirmz.od; tha". thLs is the le'-st squares line

This process i3 'ailed cucrv fi-ting and we observ, that in carrying it out.

there was no referance ywide tno pr•tabiiity dijtribtions. random variables etc



CHART i(A) shlws the results of applying the foregoing to a sample of

10 aircraft Cst! it a particular uniat (say 100) and where for simplicity we

assumed the only variable is speed

Suppose we now introduce the statistical approach. in particular normal

regression theory. CHART EB) Aircraft costs at the 100th unit are now

assumed to be randcm variables, normally distributed about its mean The

mean is a linear combination of performance variables (in this example.
2

speed only) with a constant variance.,:- For purposes of estimating, we use

the mean as the best estimate of the cost. In deriving the "best" estimates.

or minimum variance esýimateO for the constant a and coefficient of "S"

in the eq~a ion for the mean (m = a + bs) we will find that the derived line

of means is identica± with the least mean square line of 2, l.A Why

then all the s,atlstical 'argýrn? The reason is that in the former case we

can only make 6taement.; about how well the line fits the data or approxi-

mates the func*.io;n whereas in the second case we can make probability state-

ments cf how weli 21e e.;tima:or will predict. We can make statements such as

"the cost Df the new aircraft will be between x and y with a probability P "

Thai. is. considerug the problem in statistical terms is an attempt to provide

measures of h..w wel the no.<tnod predrcts

With the proliferation of eqaa' ions Ijrporting to estimate the same

things. all oDming up with different answers ano all claiming excellent fits

to the data the zneed for a way to demonstrate how well the various methods

predict beccme. apparent Here Then is the major problem we are faced with -

to find means f ,r emn.3-srating how well a methrd or equation predicts

Statistics nay furnioh --ore answers 1t there are problems.-
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PROBLEMS

The first problem is one arising from the use of normal regression

theory.

1 NorL.•L Pegression Analysis Normal Regression theory is used almost

exclusively in deriving CER's. The normality assumption is the least important

aspect of the theory in limiting its application to cost estimating. What is

important is that the estimate of the cost variable is the mean of the distri.

bution and this mean is linear in functions of the performance variables.

The expression for the meac. m is. as shown in chart 2. given by:

m = ao a f 1 (S.W g . + a 2 f2 (S,Wg....) +

where:

S,W g. .. = various explanatory variables

f = some form of the explanatory variables

a, = the coefficients of each form

In applying the theory a selection is made for the fi, for example

fl (S.W,g..) = S
I

fI (S W,g) = SW
2

From the sample data *he regression machinery then churns out estimates for

the a's which in tArn provide an estimate 4 for m:

m = an + a S ÷ a SW

Normal theory now aiiowz .s t make probability statements about the deviation

of a cost to be predicted from its estimate I given the f are correct How

ever. the theory says nothing about the unknowable and possible major errors

in selection of the fi It appears that no matter how you select these. if

you take enough of them ,he residual variance can be made quite small and in
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turn the 3c-called prediction intervals can be made quite small. But the

prediction intervals have meaning only if the fi are known. If they are not

known then we can more about our estimate than curve fitting allows us

to say and that is "we have a good fit". or "we have a bad fit", and when

dealing wih small samples this is not very moch

On Chart 3 we see 7,ffect an error in the choice of f can have on

cur prediction m is the e~timate using the incorrect function. T iL the

estimate using the 7rue frncion and U and L are the derived upper and lower

95* predictiin intervals ab:ut tm-. -he point P on the line m is the predicted

cost of a new aircraft The theory says that the true cost will lie above

or below P and betweon U and L with a probability of 95 However. the true

cost lies ovts/Ae this interval at the point labelled X. This exemplifies

why prediction inter-vals are questionable if the f' are unknown *

2. When total coist are desired. the problem of finding prediction

intervals for these totali ,s cccopo'mded by the faont that in general the

component costs ie.g :oolng. material. labor. and engineering) are e.timated

separately. This leads. to extremely burdensome problems in determining pre.-

diction intervals fir the .otal ci t or else requires the introduction of

sFirplifying -sssrtpt:;ns whi.ch introduce more errors into an already suspect

procedure. IFor !he e* '.aLically oriented, this problem is essentially that

of determining *-Ž c n",-. ti-, c•f four "it" ate.z all with different weighting

factors,, W.,•:, the crrp~ne. cc3 varlab'es are not independent, the best

we cran d wiýth is:r.ty is_ find upper bounds for the total cost prediction

interval. These artý alnf_:t :,ertain tc be sc, large that they are totally use-

less. For example the 95% predi-tlon interval for an aircraft might turn out

to be 10 million + ?0 million

*IThese prediction intervals are questiored by some on other grounds,
small sample available for cost "t imating prevents reestimating them by

resampllng everytime a new predict .*,.,: is made.
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There are other problems but time does not permit a full discussion of

them so I will now discuss some other possible approaches which could help

in solving these problems

OTHFR APPROACHES

1, Historical Simulation

One possible approach to the prediction problem is to use what I

call historical simulation.

Evidence to support. the worth of a method to predict can be obtained by

determining how well it would have predicted in the past The procedure is

as follows: Suppose we wish to fit an equation to some data. and suppose for

example the equation involved three independent variables. The available

data is sorted on time and. say. the three oldest points are used to determine

the coafficients The resulting equation is then used to predict all the other

points in the data Next the oldest 4 points are used to calculate the co-

efficients with the resulting equation used to predict all the remaining costs

in the data and so on until all points except the last are used to predict

the cost of the last We now have "look-see" evidence of how well the method

"-ould have performed.

We know that a good predictor should have the property that the co-

efficients are stable when they are computed using new cost data as these

costs become available The technique described above or variations thereof

(for example. working backwards using the latest three costs, four costs, etc.

to predict the last) could be employed to examine the ctability of the

coefficients as pertains to the historical data, and if they seem to lack

stability, of how the method might be improved
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Not much has been done in this area as far as I know and if confronted

with small samples not much could be done It may never allow us to make

prcýýability statements about the predictor. However it does allow us to

look and see how given methods would have predicted. This in turn could

reasonably be used as a criterion for choosing between alternative predictive

methods.

2. Direct Estimation of Total Cost.

The following remark pertains to the problem of prediction intervals

for total costs. This problem is the simplest to solve. The solution is to

estimate the totals directly Summing component cost estimates which are

functions of some set of variables cannot improve on a direct estimate of the

total which can be taken as a function of the same variables. Although this

may not be immediately obvious, this is easily provable.

With a t~tal estimate in hand the problem of computing prediction

intervals for the total becomes simple There, no doubt, are good reD-ns

for wanting component costs estimators and nothing precludes our obtaining

them for these reasons. However, in my opinion, estimating total costs is

not one of these reasons.

3, Selection of Functional Forms.

As I pointed out before, prediction intervals derived from normal

regression theory have little meaning if the fi in the expression for th'e

mean are unknown. I will discuss now an experimental approach that I have

tried recently to overcome some of the probleis discussed earli
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If we can at least assign some heuristic justification to our choice of

f then we may have a quaiitative criterion for estimating predictive capa-

bility between alternative methods which are all good curve fitters, The

criterion which I have assumed is that methods which lack a logical justifi-

cation would be less credible. One possibility might be to relate costs to

a combination of certain performance variables which provide a meaningful

measure of capability (i.e- what is purchased).

This approach was taken in our office in an experimental effort to

develop cost CER for transpcrt cargo aircraft. This project attempted to

both utilize a functional form which relates cost to capability and to

estimate total flyaway cost directly. The assumed functional relation was

CN = A(t)E2 where E is the arithmetic average of the product of block speed

in knots and payload in short tons over Atlantic and Pacific critical Je:-

A(t) is some function of time t and B is a constant, The sample data was

stratified by time periods: and the actual costs were plotted against capa-

bility for data in each time period. The resulting curves are shown in

Chart 4. The distance between these parallel lines measured along the cost

axis is the value of the time dependent cost variation. The large jump that

occurs between the 1953-1954 and 1956-1957 time periL . could be accounted

for by the fact that all the data points for the first two time periods

represented conventional propeller aircraft and all those for the later time

periods represented turtr.,prop or jet aircraft. In order to use this method

for predictin we need tc make assumptions about the nature of this time

dependent cost vFriation and how to handle it in making predictions. One

possibility is that this total variation is caused by two factors working
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I
simultaneously One factor is labor and material price level changes The

other factor is changing labor mixes and material compositions of aircraft

with the same capability but built in different time periods and hence in

different ways (for example relatively low performance aircraft have been

built recently with honeycomb sections whereas many years ago a less expensive

method would have been employed) If we assume that this total v-iation

observed in the last period (approximately 3% per year) continues in the same

manner until 1965. then predictions for the costs of a new aircraft in 1965

6can be read off the 1959 line and then adjusted by a factor of (1.03)

Another pcssiblity is based on the assumption that price level changes

can be removed from the total time dependent cost variation by application of

a price index What remains is. for lack of a better term, called technological

ccst changes The entitres labelled P.C. and T.C. on Chart 4 are the assumed

price level and technological change components, re-----tively of this cort

variation The line labelled 1965 is the result of projecting to 1965 only

the technological component of the variation. Predictions for future air-

craft can be read off this line and are in terms of 1959 dollars and 1965

technology. Application of an appropriate price index would then be applied

to express the costs in 1965 dollars. I am not going to discuss here the worth

of '-his method as a predictor but rather as an example of what might be done

and to -oint out the advantages and d;.sadvantages of this approach.

Advantage3:

(i) Costs are reiated to capability - that is to something which

is a meaningful measure of what we are purchasing



(2) Since costs are assumed to be a function only of time and

capability we can, by stratifying by time, eliminate the need to guess the

functional form of tht time dependent cost variation. It is then possible

to examine how costs vary with capability. Each time period furnishes

additional evidence as to the correctness of our assumption, and the more time

periods we have the more credibility we would place in the method to predict.

(3) By fixin6 capability it is then possible to make inferences as

to the nature of the time dependent cost variation and hence how to handle

this in making predictions

Disadvantages:

(1) All the cost generating prop-:rties cannot be accounted for by

this single measdre of capability (for example, reliability)

(2) Ii is not reasonable to assume that all cost variations not

due to capability can be accoamted for by time. However, many of the non-

capability type qualities an aircraft acquires are a reflection of the state

of technology at the time the aircraft is built.

(3) It is not easy and may not be feasible in some cases, to obtain

measures of capbbillty

(4) Finally. it is recognized that this approach would limit the

sample for two reasons (i) the procedure calls for st itification by mission

and (2) the proced.ire calls for stratification by time periods. However. if

it allows us t-_ even get a partial handle on the prediction problem, whatever

penalty we pay in reduced 3ample si7e is well worth it.
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SUNMING UP

The business of cost e timating is prediction. but unfortunately we do

not know when we have a good predictor. Statistics as yet does not furnish

us an answer to this problem. However such things as nistorical simulation,

relati- ,osts to capability, or other techniques which provide "look see"

evidence of the method tc predict, could provide some partial answers by, at

the very least.. establishing reasonable criteria for choosing among alternative

methods.
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